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Demetrius [the Besieger] was greeted as the son of Poseidon and
Aphrodite; his wife Phila, as an avatar of Demeter. Then fol-
lowed the claim that the other gods were deaf, or indifferent,
or absent, whereas “You are here, and visible to us / Not carved
in wood or stone, but real, / So to you we pray.” 1

Ever since the publication of  The Apotheosis of Captain Cook,  I have
been besieged by requests to review the book. I have declined them all.
The reason should be obvious. Obeyesekere’s claims stand or fall by the
interpretation of a great number of sources, which in turn depends on a
variety of voiced and unvoiced presuppositions. The limited space usu-
ally available to a reviewer does not permit one to go in sufficient detail
into either interpretations or presuppositions. A review of the book,
then, can be little more than a public declaration of the side of the fence
on which one stands. For such declarations--the life blood of certain
academics--I have no taste. And, I must confess, even if I were offered
all the necessary space, I would not gladly go into all the details either.
My life is getting shorter and otherwise occupied. So I had every inten-
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tion of saying no to [Book Review Forum editor] Rob Borofsky as well. I
had not reckoned with his persistence and persuasive talents. So in the
end here is the result of my weakness. It is at least a bit more detailed
than a review would have been--and I don’t have to summarize the
book!

Obeyesekere’s basic point is that Cook was named after the god Lono,
not identified with him. That he was so identified, he says, is a Western
myth perpetuated by a majority of scholars and brought to extremes by
Sahlins. He himself sides with the minority opinion, articulated by
Peter Buck, that Cook was installed as a high-ranking chief in Hikiau
temple. And he claims to have found the motivation for such installa-
tion: Kalani‘opu‘u, the king of the island of Hawai‘i, wanted to enlist
Cook’s help in his wars against Maui. Thus Cooks enthronement was a
piece of political strategy rather than Sahlins’s stereotypic enactment of
a mythical-ritual structure (Lono’s return during the New Year festi-
val). In addition, it was an attempt to preserve indigenous hierarchies
threatened by the arrival of an outsider to whom the populace paid
honors that by right went only to the Hawaiian nobility.

In asserting that “Lono,” as applied to Captain Cook, was just a
name, Obeyesekere assumes a priori that the Hawaiian theory of names
was very much like his own. This is not my reading of the evidence--
which Obeyesekere does not even examine. Hawaiians believed in an
ontological connection between names, and especially proper names,
and their referents and associations. One participated in what one’s
name stood for and evoked. Name, rather than character, was destiny
in this society. 2 Being called Lono thus entailed, at the very least, mem-
bership in the class of beings that was grouped under this god. 3 It
prompted people to act towards the named one in ways consonant with
his category affiliation and to expect similarly consonant actions from
him--in the appropriate contexts. Whatever the reasons Hawaiians
may have had in naming Cook Lono, then, we can be sure that the
extreme disjunction of name and god postulated by Obeyesekere is not
in agreement with Hawaiian ideas. Precisely because Hawaiians did not
have the Judeo-Christian view of God as radically different and sepa-
rate from the world, the relationship between a category-god like Lono
and all things and persons he subsumed was hierarchical and not di-
chotomous. The either/or approach taken by Obeyesekere is conceptu-
ally dubious, because the question whether Cook was a god or was sim-
ply named after a god is based on ontological premises that were not, I
believe, those of eighteenth-century Hawaiians. The very contrast of
the appellations  akua (god) and  kanaka (human) was a relative one in
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their “language game.” 4 Being named Lono meant participating in the
properties of Lono and thus being, in some capacities and respects,
Lono. The upshot of this is that I see no necessary contradiction
between the view that Cook was Lono the chief and the view that he
was Lono the god. 5 A contradiction only arises when a non-Hawaiian
view of “divinity”--and thus also of the relationship of gods and
humans--is introduced in the situation. It also arises when each identi-
fication is used to the exclusion of the other in the interpretation of the
events. Thus Obeyesekere wants to see everything in terms of chiefly
politics and strategic improvisation, Sahlins in terms of ritual enact-
ment of the god Lono’s epiphany. Perhaps they are both too reductive
for the complexity of the events and for the multiplicity of possible
readings inherent in the situation-- as seen in Hawaiian (and thus non-
exclusionary) terms.

Once divine and human identities cease to be treated as mutually
exclusive, a number of Obeyesekere’s arguments against the thesis that
Cook was seen as an “avatar” 6 of Lono lose much of their apparent
force. Such is the case for the argument that Cook was called “Tuute”
(Cook) as much as “Lono” by the Hawaiians, and that his country was
referred to as “Brittanee” and not just as “Kahiki” (pp. 88 and 61-62). 7

Moreover, it is wrong of Obeyesekere to assume that the signs of hunger,
voracity, and mortality that were noticeable in Cook as in the other
British necessarily undermined his divine status (pp. 63-64). Hawaiian
gods were often represented with enormous gaping mouths 8 and
described as always hungry. 9 It was even said that if not fed with sacri-
fices, they might die. 10 Indeed, I have doubts about the accuracy of the
term “immortal” in connection with them. “Long lasting” may be more
appropriate--at least for many. Ironically for somebody who attributes
the thesis of Cook’s apotheosis to Western and particularly missionary
mythmaking, Obeyesekere consistently attributes Christian ideas of
divinity to Hawaiians in order to argue that with such ideas they could
never have viewed Cook as a god. 11 He does not seem to have felt the
necessity of delving into the religious notions of the Hawaiians them-
selves, as they appear in rituals, prayers, and stories. Some familiarity
with such materials would have taught him that the Hawaiian’s rela-
tionship to his gods was highly complex and ambivalent--oscillating
between seriousness and playfulness, fear and derision, in ways that
must seem puzzling and even scandalous to the modern (less so to the
medieval) Christian mind. 12 It is therefore rash to assume as a matter of
course that the derision with which some Hawaiians confronted Cook
towards the end necessarily indicates that he had no divine status in
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their eyes (pp. 104-105). To the contrary, disrespectful behavior vis-à-
vis the gods, and the disparaging of their powers, was common in
Polynesia13 and in Hawai‘i it was even  de rigueur  during the Makahiki
period.14 And if we recall our own pagan classics--for instance Ajax’s
threat to cut the ears of Apollo and Poseidon (Hom.  Il. 21.455)--we
may not find it strange that Hawaiians could act violently toward Cook
and yet believe in his divinity. 15 If anything, there are positive indica-
tions that some Hawaiians, at least, took Cook to be alive even after his
death--as if they thought that only one of his “avatars” (or, to use a
Hawaiian word,  kino, “body”) had been killed. Indeed, they asked
Captain King: When would “Lono” (Cook) return? 16

Obeyesekere’s attempt to explain this question as motivated by the
fear of Cook’s avenging ghost or by the expectation that the ghost would
possess a medium is not very convincing (pp. 138-139). Moreover, this
explanation entails a contradiction with Obeyesekere’s own basic thesis
on the ontological status of the British officers. Why would the Hawai-
ians ask them for news of the return of Cook’s spirit if they believed that
they were merely human? How could they presume that Captain King
and others on board knew better than themselves, who had just per-
formed the appropriate rituals for Cook’s “post-mortem deification,” in
Obeyesekere’s words? And if it was a matter of mediums being pos-
sessed, why not consult the mediums instead or, better still, call Cook’s
spirit to find out how to placate it? In any case, Obeyesekere’s interpre-
tation seems to me squarely at odds, whatever he says, with the ques-
tions asked of Colnett in 1791, namely: When had he last seen Cook,
would Cook come back again, and what could they do to enlist Cook’s
support against the Spanish?17 The idea that Cook was a mere spirit
seems incompatible with such questions. They seem to presuppose that
Cook was alive where Colnett came from--unless of course Colnett was
himself taken for a spirit!

Obeyesekere may still be right that Cook was seen just as a chief by
Hawaiians, but my point is that neither hunger, nor mortality, nor lack
of respect, nor even the evidence of clearly human traits, 18 necessarily
proves this from the point of view of Hawaiian religious ideas. My own
view is, and has always been, 19 that Cook was considered a divine chief
of the Lono category and thus participating in the attributes of this god
--although not in all of them and perhaps not even in all those that
were activated in the Makahiki festival. Nor did these Lono attributes
exclude relationships with other gods, for reasons that I have discussed
elsewhere and to which I shall return shortly.

Since Cook was not taken for the god Lono, argues Obeyesekere, the
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“honors” paid him in Hikiau temple must have been his installation cer-
emony as a Hawaiian “chief” (p. 77). The expression “chief” is vague:
does “chief’ translate  ali‘i as “member of the aristocracy” or  ali‘i as
“ruler”? In the latter case, we would have to ask: ruler of what? Of a
particular district? Of the island of Hawai‘i? If the latter, then Cook
took the place of the king of the island, Kalani‘opu‘u--a conclusion in
obvious contradiction with Obeyesekere’s claim that the priests of
Hikiau were acting on Kalani‘opu‘u’s orders as he hoped to enlist Cook’s
help (pp. 79-88). If, on the other hand, Cook was made the chief only
of a district, we do not understand why he was treated as a superior or
at least as an equal by  Kalani‘opu‘u. Either, then, Obeyesekere’s thesis
that the priests of Hikiau were acting on Kalani‘opu‘u’s orders is wrong,
or Cook was only installed as a person of rank, not as a ruling chief. But
then, have the rites performed for Cook any connection with what we
know of rites for “installing” an  ali‘i in whatever capacity? This is the
crucial question. The answer is not easy. There is no mention by the
canonical Hawaiian antiquarians (Malo and so on) of a ceremony for
installing somebody as a person of rank, except perhaps the chanting of
the ancestral genealogy at birth. 20 The only mention of any such rite for
an adult that I found is in the legend of ‘Umi, who was born a com-
moner but was made into an  ali‘i. The transformation was effected by
making him go again through birth and circumcision rituals  (‘oki ka
piko), which were symbolically performed for him in chiefly fashion. 21

As for ruling chiefs, they were installed (or installed themselves) simply
by dedicating the main sacrifice in the main temple of a district or an
island. The highest ruler (whom I call “king”) had to dedicate human
sacrifices. Such sacrifices had to be constantly repeated to maintain
“ruling” status. In other words, no installation was once and for all. 22

Now is there any connection between these rites and those performed
for Captain Cook in Hikiau temple? There is a tradition that the  Kumu-
lipo (the birth chant of Hawaiian royalty) was chanted at the ceremony,
probably because the last name in the genealogy it consists of is that of
Lonoikamakahiki (Lono-of-the-Makahiki), and Cook was supposed to
have been called Lono due to his arrival during the Makahiki festival.
But the tradition is a very late one. 23 Furthermore, none of the chanting
that occurred during the rite in Hikiau was long enough to warrant the
possibility that the  Kumulipo was performed (although it could have
been in abbreviated form). In any case, I cannot find any trace of sym-
bolic navel cutting (or circumcision, for that matter) in the ritual
undergone by Cook. Even the tapa cloth he received was not the loin-
cloth we would expect in such a case but a kind of mantle in which he
was wrapped. 24
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And what about the dedication of sacrifices by rulers? As I indicated
long ago (but Obeyesekere seems to be unaware of my work on this as
on several other points touched by him), there is similarity or even iden-
tity between this rite and the one performed for Cook in the upper part
of Hikiau, in front of the main image, that of the god  Ku in his form as
Kunuiakea.25  If we focus exclusively on this rite, which seems to connect
Cook with  Kunuiakea,  we would have to say that Obeyesekere is right,
that Cook was treated as a chief legitimized by his connection with  Ku
and not as the god Lono.  But this first stage of the ritual cannot be sepa-
rated from the next, which took place in the lower part of Hikiau.
Obeyesekere’s imaginative suppositions notwithstanding (p. 85), the
rite that Cook underwent there resembles only one Hawaiian rite
known to us: the  hanaipu, in “which the image of Lono as god of the
Makahiki festival was consecrated by the feeding of his bearer.” 26 In this
case, then, it is Sahlins who is right. 27

But if each component of the ritual performed for Cook in Hikiau
corresponds to a known rite, the ritual as a whole corresponds to noth-
ing that is otherwise documented. It is most probably an  ad hoc  crea-
tion that combines the crucial rite in the cult of  Ku with the crucial rite
in the cult of Lono. The issues, then, are: For what purpose was this rit-
ual put together and performed? What does it tell us about the view
that Hawaiians had of Cook? I tried to answer these questions in my
1982 essay. I suggested that the ritual was probably an attempt to give a
priest-controlled form to the Lono identity that had already been spon-
taneously bestowed upon Cook because of the time of the year at which
he arrived. At the same time I emphasized that Cook “was considered
divine, just as a king was considered divine: he was a human manifesta-
tion of the god; he was both king and god.” 28 This required removing an
anomaly. A king reached the Lono pole of his identity only after a trans-
formation of his  Ku pole. The ritual year saw his oscillation from the  Ku
pole (war, human sacrifice) to the Lono pole (peace, first-fruits offer-
ings). But Cook had appeared directly in the Lono period. To fully
make him part of a Hawaiian-controlled order, it was necessary to make
up in ritual for what was missing in empirical reality. Hence the inven-
tion and performance of a ritual that telescoped, in essence, the whole
ritual process in order to reconstitute Cook’s Lono identity in an orderly
fashion. Although made up for the occasion, the ritual respected the
basic structure of the Hawaiian ritual cycle--a fact that demonstrates
the Hawaiian priests’ considerable powers of analysis and abstraction.
Hawaiian ritual, as I emphasized in  Kingship and Sacrifice,  was not
just a fixed, unreflected-upon text (although it could be, and ordinarily
was, that too), but a generative system of possibilities.
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Today, I still feel that the thrust of this argument is correct, but I
would develop it further. The emphasis that was put on Cook’s Lono
identity (to the point of treating him, at least in the temple, as an image
of the god himself) at the expense of his  Ku identity (which existed only
through the mediation of a sacrifice reconsecrated to the god), and espe-
cially the insistence that the former identity resulted from an irrevers-
ible transformation of the latter one, seems to betray a fear that Cook
might turn out to be a destroyer and a violent conqueror after all. Prob-
ably, there was nothing preordained about Cook’s identity: The perfor-
mance of rituals was an attempt to orient and fix this identity in a direc-
tion favorable to the Hawaiians. But the Hawaiians themselves were
apparently divided in different interests groups, with different views,
hopes, and fears vis-à-vis Cook. This brings me to Obeyesekere’s claim
that Cook’s “installation” in Hikiau was part of an attempt by Kala-
ni‘opu‘u  to enlist the British forces in his war against Maui. By this
hypothesis, Hikiau’s priests were the agents of the king pure and simple.

There are several difficulties with such a view. One should be evi-
dent. The first part of the ritual performed for Cook in Hikiau granted
him a prerogative of the king himself: sacrificing to the god  Kunuiakea
in the main  luakini temple. Although Cook was immediately trans-
formed into an exalted, but--hopefully--less threatening persona, that
is, a quasi-image of Lono, the priests’ implicit challenge to Kala-
ni‘opu‘u’s status must have been clear. That there were some tensions
between the Hikiau priests and the king is rather evident from the jour-
nals--pace Obeyesekere. Further evidence of the tensions, and of the
reasons for them, was adduced in my 1982 essay. There I showed that
(again contrary to what Obeyesekere assumes without looking any fur-
ther into the matter) the temple connected with the Maui war was not
Hikiau, but Keikipu‘ipu‘i-- as it should have been, since  Ku in his war-
like aspect (Kuka‘ilimoku) was housed there. 29

Moreover, for reasons that I have again explained in my 1982 essay, it
is unlikely that Ka‘o‘o, the high priest based in Hikiau, was the same
person as Holoa‘e, the man who according to Hawaiian tradition was
the priest of Kuka‘ilimoku, based in Keikipu‘ipu‘i temple. 30 Obeyes-
ekere inherits this assumption (p. 79) from Fornander and uses it as an
argument for his claim that the Hikiau priests closely identified with
Kalani‘opu‘u’s interests. On the contrary, there may well have been a
rivalry between Holoa‘e, as priest of the warlike Kuka‘ilimoku in Keiki-
pu‘ipu‘i, and  Ka‘o‘o  and his group, as priests of the more peaceful
Kunuiakea/Lono pole enshrined in Hikiau. 31 The conflict was probably
sharpened because (and here again I side with Sahlins against Obeyes-
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ekere) Kalani‘opu‘u was still at war on Maui notwithstanding the fact
that it was already Makahiki time and thus tabu to fight. Indeed, it is
quite possible that the populace’s identification of the unexpected visi-
tor, Cook, with a Lono type of divine chief was also a veiled form of
protest against  Kalani’opu‘u’s  (and Kahekili’s--the king of Maui) disas-
trous insistence on war (and thus on the Kuka‘ilimoku pole of kingship).
The priests of Hikiau may have wanted to ride, at least for a while, this
popular protest in the absence of Kalani‘opu‘u. 32 In sum, the situation
can be interpreted in more than one or two ways--but I do think that in
identifying a Cook/Kalani‘opu‘u contrast, corresponding to a  Lone/Ku
one, Sahlins is closer to the truth.

In any event, Obeyesekere’s hypothesis that Kalani‘opu‘u must have
asked Cook to help him in his war against King Kahekili of Maui is
based on no evidence whatsoever. His suggestion (p. 78) that this evi-
dence must have been contained in the “lost” part of Cook’s journal
strikes me as extremely implausible. If such a request had been made,
the other officers would have recorded it in their own journals, as they
did on other occasions. In fact, there is good reason to surmise that
Kalani‘opu‘u-- whatever his views of how Cook related to Lono--
increasingly saw him as a threat and was probably anxious to see him
leave.

There would be much more to say about all this, and about other
points made in  The Apotheosis of Captain Cook,  but I am coming to the
end of the maximum space allotted to me. Before I close, however, I
must say that the more valuable part of Obeyesekere’s book is, to my
mind, the one where he discusses the Western myth of Cook and its
legitimating functions for British imperialists, New Zealand and Aus-
tralian colonizers, and American missionaries. No doubt some part of
this mythology, especially the missionary one, influenced Hawaiian
thinking about Cook. But I disagree with Obeyesekere’s characteriza-
tion of Hawaiian antiquarians as totally passive tools of the missionaries
in these matters. Precisely because, as Obeyesekere notes (and as I have
myself insisted before him), 33 Hawaiian culture was contentious and
full of debates, which continued well after conversion to Christianity, it
makes no sense to characterize their views of Cook as purely derivative.
Obeyesekere also underestimates the ambiguities of Hawaiian attitudes
toward the American missionaries (Samuel Kamakau, for one, eventu-
ally became a Catholic and finally a nativist), 34 and the political context
of their attempts at indoctrination. As Sahlins has noted against other
critics with views very similar to Obeyesekere’s, it made little sense for
the missionaries to elaborate a Cook myth that would favor British
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rights against American ones. 35 The Lahainaluna students may have
presented a poisoned gift to the missionaries, at least qua Americans.
The psychology of colonial subordination is more complex--and less
supine-- than Obeyesekere makes it to be.

Finally, I do find that the different strands of the Western myth of
Cook are not distinguished well enough in the book. The Christological
version of Cooks deification by the Hawaiians was very different, in my
opinion, from the more paganizing version followed by most educated
people in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and, in a
sense, by Cook himself. Unfortunately Obeyesekere cannot do full jus-
tice to this version and to its cultural and psychological underpinnings,
because he does not fully or even correctly reconstruct its genealogy.
The version owes less to Cortez and his “Indians” than to Alexander and
his Indians. 36 It is also incomprehensible without a realization of the
strange status that Pagan gods-- viewed euhemeristically as apotheo-
sized heroes--had retained in aristocratic culture at least until the end
of the eighteenth century. 3 7 Obeyesekere makes Westerners--even
Englishmen-- far more Christian than they ever were. 38 And he forgets
that the divinization of authority figures came almost as naturally to
Europeans as to Hawaiians. Perhaps, then, the culture that had pro-
claimed “Papa est Deus” and that “kings are not only God’s lieutenants
upon earth, and sit upon Gods throne, but even by God himself they
are called gods” was closer to Hawaiian political-theological sensibili-
ties than one may suspect. 39 But by the same token, we may have to be
prepared to admit that neither Hawaiians nor Europeans were as
deadly literal about Cooks divinization than later, Reformed versions,
have led us to suppose. One thing is certain: Belief is too complicated a
matter to be settled by the incidence of empirical indexes on proposi-
tions40 or by reference to official ideologies. Cooks self-mythologization
through his projection onto Hawaiians of the pagan residues of his own
culture and the Hawaiians’ own mythologization of him as Lono may
have converged for a fleeting moment. The fuller philosophical history
of this encounter of beliefs remains to be written.
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